
For The Life
of Your Business

Contact : Vladimir “Val” Artman,  Mentor
val.artman@scorevolunteer.org

805-444-3232.



Housekeeping Notes.

We have close to 77 attendees.
Please turn off the video and mute the microphone.
Do not use CHAT function button – not attended, use 
Q&A button only.
The Webinar presentation will be around 75 minutes,  
we will have at least 10-15 minutes for Q&As. 
We will monitor Q&As during the Webinar
You can also direct specific to your business questions 
via email provided on my contact information.



Hello, 
My name is Val Artman. 

I am one of over 10,000 Nationwide and one of over 75 
members of 56 + year old SCORE  organization in 

Ventura County with more than 2,000 combined years 
of experience in various areas and aspects of business 

from Start-ups, expansions, financials, P&L, manufacturing, 
technology, off-shore manufacturing, regulations, patents, 

fast food, restaurants, trademarks, Etc. Ect. Ect. 
And, we are here for the life of your business. 

My contact information is on the SCORE intro slides.



Our Speaker today is Dr. Ted Izen

Dr. Ted Izen has executive and general management experience in a number of 
high technology industries. He retired from full time employment but continues as 

a consultant to a number of Fortune 500 and smaller companies in matters 
relating to licensing, intellectual property management, and strategic planning. He 
served as the President of the licensing division of Rockwell International; Vice 

President of Business Development for a $1B division of Lockheed Martin 
Corporation; Executive VP of Teledyne Systems Company, and the Vice President of 
Corporate Planning and Development for Loral Electro-Optical Systems Company. 
He has extensive experience in international business development and strategic 

partnering. Ted has assisted individuals and small companies in developing an 
integrated business plan and in matters related to acquiring, licensing or 

monetizing their intellectual property. Dr. Izen received an undergraduate degree 
in Physics and Math from the University of British Columbia, and a masters and 

doctorate degree in Physics from the University of Oregon.
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Small Business…Huge Impact



In 2018,  Ventura County SCORE helped to

Small Business…Huge Impact

Create over 
68 new 

businesses
in Ventura

Create over 
109 new jobs

in Ventura

Over 67% of 
business clients 

increase revenue



In 2018,  National SCORE helped to

Small Business…Huge Impact

Create over 
32,387 new 
businesses

Create over 
103,3000 new 

jobs

Over 67% of 
business clients 

increase revenue



How SCORE Can Help You
• Mentoring:  Free face-to-face mentoring
• Workshops:  Low Cost Educational sessions on a myriad of 

topics for entrepreneurs, ranging from business planning to 
marketing and financing.  

• Webinars: Free.

• Online Resources:  Free Wide collection of articles, 
templates, assessments, blogs,  and other tools that can be used 
to learn and implement new strategies.

SCORE is here to help you 
find success as an entrepreneur.



www.scorela.org

SCORE
Building Businesses & Jobs for America
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Patents, Copyrights & 
Trademarks – Making Money 

From Your Good Ideas©

Ted Izen, PhD
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Career Summary 
I am a Physicist, not a Lawyer
Defense & Aerospace for 29 years
Licensing for 19 years

President of Rockwell International Licensing - 6 years 
13 years as a private consultant

My expertise is related to the Business of 
Intellectual Property

Available for follow-on questions at:
tizen@sbcglobal.net or at 805-905-4646

Background

about:blank
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Are they an important part of our 
everyday life?

I would guess that the average person in this 
group is the beneficiary of at least 20,000 

licenses 

Patents and Licenses
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Computer Cell Phones Music
Components Apps Movies
Software Cameras Sports equipment
Operating system Navigation system Credit Cards
Printer Skype Television
Wireless modem Face time Recording devices
Mouse Power supplies Pharmaceuticals
Video card Batteries Food processing
Games Handsets Transportation
Browsers Adapters/connectors engines
Communications Displays structures
Memory Headsets Plants
Lighting Cooking Appliances
Medical Equipment Dental Equipment Test equipment

Patents and Licenses
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The world has moved from an agricultural to a manufacturing to an 
information-based society

The heart of an information-based society is intellectual assets
Ideas, inventions, know-how, processes, trade secrets, 
disclosures, patents, methodology and people

Value of Companies   In 20th Century In 21st Century
80% hard assets 30% hard assets
20% “good will” 70% intellectual capital

Much of Company Value is Determined by its Your People and 
Intellectual Asset Portfolio

The World Has Changed

The Value of Most Companies is Determined 
by Its People and Its Intellectual Asset Portfolio
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Intellectual Property Definitions
Patent 

Utility: useful technological inventions relating to physical objects, 
processes for making or using the physical object, or software

Design: new and non-obvious ornamental design for an article of 
manufacture; relates to appearance, not structure or function

Many others, but much less common
Copyright

Artistic or creative works (books, music, art, plays, etc.)
Must be original and fixed

Trademark
Words, phrases, logos, sounds, smells, and colors
Product specific

Patents, Copyrights and Trademarks are registered at State or Federal level

Trade Secret -- Any information which gives a company or a person a 
competitive advantage and is kept secret

Other Types – not very common
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Protection For Innovations
(In the U.S.)

 Patent Trade 
Secret 

Copyright Mask 
Work 

Trade 
Mark 

What is 
covered 

Idea 
(Broad) 

Information 
(Medium) 

Expression 
(Narrow) 

Layout 
(Narrow) 

Word or 
design 

(Narrow) 
How long 20 

years 
Indefinite 75-100 

years 
10 years Indefinite 

How hard 
to obtain 

Difficult Easy Moderate 
(Register) 

Moderate 
(Register) 

Moderate 
(Register) 

Initial 
Cost 

$10 - 
$25K 

Nothing $200-500 Depends 
on mask 

$2-3K to 
register 
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• Patents are the primary form of intellectual asset 
• U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) is agency of Dep’t. of 

Commerce, established in 1790: employs 10,000 people
• Basic Principle – a Patent secures a monopoly for the inventor for a 

limited period of time, allowing the  inventor to exclude others 
from using their invention

• PTO issues about 150,000 patents per year and has issued over 10 
million patents to date, from about 18 million applications

• From original application until issuance, the patent process takes 
about 2-3 years

•Many of the complexities related to patents arise because of this 
time lag

Patents
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Definition of a Utility Patent

A set of exclusive rights granted by a country to an inventor(s) for a 
limited period of time in exchange for the public disclosure of the 
invention

- Procedures, requirements and rights vary widely between  
countries

- Minimally, a patent application includes one or more claims 
defining the invention which must be new, useful and 
“non-obvious” to someone trained in the art

- Patent ownership can be assigned from the inventor(s) to a 
company or to other individuals

- The patent allows you to prevent others from making, using, 
selling, importing or distributing the invention

- One can sell their patent or license it to others
- A license is simply a promise not to sue the license holder
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Critical Issue

A PATENT ONLY PROVIDES 
PROTECTION IN THE COUNTRY 

WHERE THE ITEM IS 
MANUFACTURED, OR SOLD
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Patent Issues

• Non-obviousness is critically important - searching prior art is important 
• Ownership must be clear (varies from country to country)

• Simple ownership is good, whereas complex chain of ownership can 
hurt the owners when they go to license, sell or raise money

• Employees of a company usually sign an “assignment of rights” 
clause for all inventions giving ownership to company

• Potential bars to U.S. patent protection (varies from country to country)
• Invention can’t be made public before application submitted
• Invention can’t be sold or even “offered for sale” before application 

submitted
•After submitting application, details are “negotiated” with USPTO 

examiner and process usually takes 2-3 years
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Other Issuess

• Joint ownership laws vary by country

• Each claim within a patent should be directly traceable to 
one or more of the inventors

• If a lawsuit develops, the lack of such traceability 
can negate the claims within the patent

• List of inventors must be taken seriously

• All patents become public record and are published by 
USPTO about18 months after filing
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• Used as a preliminary patent application in order
to establish filing date for invention

• Only good for 1 year, and must be replaced 
during that time with full patent
application

• Can be written much more “casual” than full 
application – detailed claims not needed

Provisional Patent

CAUTION:  No new ideas can be presented in the
actual application which were not anticipated in 

the Provisional Application
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• Provisional Patent Application (not required)
• Patent Application
• Patent Pending
• Office Actions – first iteration is almost 

always rejected
• “Negotiations” with Patent Office
• Patent Notification (allowance or rejection)
• Patent Issue

Stages
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Abstract
Date Filed, Assignee, Law firm, Inventors
Application number and patent number
References cited (other patents, articles, or books)
Background
Dependency on other Patents
Claims (most important)
Drawings
Preferred embodiment
Summary

Elements of a Patent

Claims are the most important part
Everything else is “background”
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Patent Administration
• Marking- after filing, either the words Patent Pending or the 

Patent number (when issued) should be placed on the device 
or in some obvious place (package, instructions, etc.)

• Patent Pending - inventors can sell their product once an 
application has been filed, prior to the patent being issued 
and these words notify a potential infringer that they will be 
liable for damages if the patent issues

• If one can show that an infringer knowingly infringed your 
invention, any damages awarded are automatically tripled 

• To keep a patent in force, one must periodically pay 
maintenance fees (3.5, 7.5 and 11.5 years after filing)

Beware of cheap offers to file your patent – use a 
patent attorney or a patent agent
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Penalties

If infringed by a third party, owner of the patent 
is entitled to:

• Injunction, past damages, and if infringer 
wants a license then owner gets a reasonable 
royalty for future sales 
• Royalty based on products that have been 
sold, and starts from the date when the 
infringer first became aware of your patent 
(marking the product with Patent Pending is 
considered sufficient notice)  
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• Patents are referred to as Grandparent, Parent, Daughter

• Divisional-a patent application containing matter from a previously-filed application. A divisional 
application is filed later than the parent application, but probably retains its parent's filing date.  Generally 
used where the parent application describes more than one invention and the applicant is required to split 
the parent into one or more divisional applications each claiming a single invention.

• Continuation- A patent application filed by an applicant who wants to pursue additional claims to an 
invention disclosed in an earlier application that has not yet been issued or abandoned. The continuation 
claims the filing date priority of the parent. Useful when a patent examiner has allowed some but rejected 
other claims in an application, or where an applicant may not have exhausted all useful ways of claiming 
different embodiments of the invention. 

• Continuation in part - Claiming filing date priority from a parent application, where the applicant adds
matter not disclosed in the parent but repeats some substantial portion of the parent's specification. A 
convenient way to claim enhancements developed after the parent application was filed. 

• Reissue - If an issued patent is found to be defective, then the patent owner can surrender the patent and 
re-file the original application to correct the defect (e.g.; the issued patent fails to claim the full scope of 
the invention). Thus an inventor can resubmit the patent application with broader claims and attempt to 
get the full coverage they are entitled to. They are not, however, allowed to add new features to their 
invention.  Must be filed within two years from the grant date of the original issued patent.

Nomenclature
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• Every country has its own unique rules
• European Union has standard methodology for applying 

to EPO countries, and choosing specific countries 
at a later date

• Some countries require that the application be translated 
into their own language (cost: typically $10- 15K)

• Breadth of International filings is a business decision
• At $10-25K per country, the owner of a new patent needs 

to determine where product will be made and sold, 
and obtain protection accordingly

Your Business Plan should contain an IP Plan

International Filings
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• In my experience, the following countries should be 
considered for most technology driven 
businesses:

U.S.
Canada
Japan
South Korea
Taiwan (ROC)
Europe (Great Britain, Germany, France)
China (only recently) and/or Hong Kong
Australia

• Very product and market dependent

Important Countries
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• Portfolio consists of patents, know-how, show-how, trade secrets

• Value consists of:

• Licensing revenue (royalties, tech transfer fees, up-front fees)

• Carrot or Stick Licensing possible

• Cross licensing opportunities

• Equity exchange (when appropriate)

• Leverage IP to create strategic alliances – suppliers and customers
• Owner must always be careful about promises made to licensee 

• Let the licensee perform their own due diligence
• Never make promises for “bigger, better, faster, cheaper”  

Extracting Value from IP
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• Types of Licenses;
•Non-exclusive
•Exclusive
•Territorial
•Specific Products
•Specific Field of Use
•Etcetera

• Foreign companies are often willing to pay more for a license than 
are US companies

• Remuneration can consist of up-front payments, annual payments, 
royalties, stock or any other legal tender

Licensing

Can become the
“gift that keeps on giving”
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• Investors want clear and unambiguous IP ownership
• If company goes under there may be residual value in IP

• Important to develop an intellectual property strategy
• Trade off patents versus trade secrets
• Timing is critical

•Applications
•Modifications (continuations)

• Foreign versus US filings
• Remember to include reasonable costs to generate and protect IP

New Companies

This should not be an afterthought – it should 
be an integral part of your business plan
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Other Forms of 
Intellectual Property
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• A Trademark is a word, phrase, slogan, symbol, design or combination of   
any of these which identifies the source of the goods

• Trademarks in the U.S. may be registered Federally or in each State
• Register in one of 41 different categories
• Major criteria - will there be confusion in the marketplace?

• Certain standards must be met and maintained
• Like a patent, notify the public if trademark is registered
• Can sue in Federal court for infringement – treble damages also applies

• Trademarks define the source of goods 
• Service Mark defines the category of goods (e.g.: landscaping)
• Costs for Trademark are minimal, but mark has no value without constant 

diligence: ensure quality control is always met
•Information available at www.uspto.gov
•Personal help available at Trademark Assistance Center: 800 786 9199

Trademarks 

TRADEMARK = BRAND

about:blank
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Copyrights
• Copyrights (must be substantive and discrete)

• Originator obtains exclusive rights for a period of time
• Right to copy if originator credited, but can’t adapt, modify, perform 

or obtain financial benefit from material without a license
• Common for songs, movies, books etc.
• Digital media has modified many of the fundamental principals

• Quite easy to copyright material in the U.S.
• Go to www.copyright.gov for detailed instructions

•Processing time is     ~ 8 months if done on-line
~ 13 months if done on paper

• Website also assists in defining methods of creation
• Best to register a book or manuscript before sending to Publishers
• USPTO is very active along with professional organizations (ASCAP)

• Radio, TV (cable and satellite), recordings (digital or otherwise)
• Assists in administration of licensing and collection of royalties

• Before filing, very helpful to search records

about:blank
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• Know-how and Show-how are important parts of IP
• Customer lists, profit margins, strategies, formula, recipes etc.
• Proprietary Information Agreements (PIA’s) or NDA’s

• Develop a consistent procedure for maintaining secret
• Disclose only to permitted recipients
• Disclose only for proper “Need to Know”
• Document disclosures of information if unwritten, and send to 

the other company/person (most important)
• This process must be implemented and followed by everyone in the 

company
• No direct costs, but indirect costs include training, employment 

agreement, method to secure info, constant monitoring

Trade Secrets

Control of technical and marketing information is critical to 
ensure that your ideas are not utilized by others, and that 

your intellectual capital remains viable
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Miscellaneous

Domain Names – strictly a web address
Registered with private companies
No protection at all, except what company offers
Help at www.internic.com

Business Names – defines business or entity name, locally
Register in State, with Secretary of State
No Trademark protection - can be confusion

(example – 2 businesses spelled almost the same)

about:blank
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• To determine state-of-the-art for patents
•USPTO Web Site: http://patft.uspto.gov/ or search on
• http://patft.uspto.gov/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html
•Commercial website: http://www.freepatentsonline.com/

Intellectual Property may become the most important 
and valuable part of your business

Treat it with the respect it deserves

Resources

Feel free to contact me if you need additional resources
Tizen@sbcglobal.net 805 905-4646

about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
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